=======================================
Episode 10: The Fated Battle Against Hikari
=======================================
Christopher, Ruth, Andrew, Maxelle and Lisa were at the ruins of the History hall to fight
against Hikari. Along with her were ten low-leveled demons. Christopher was feeling
annoyed and angry with her destroying the History building.
Hikari: Why am I not surprised to see you here, Raiken? You should have just ran away
like a coward.
Christopher: Not this time; your reign of terror ends here, Hikari!!
Hikari: (feeling angry and annoyed.) QUIT SAYING MY NAME CASUALLY, YOU
HEATHEN!! YOU'RE DEFILING IT!!!
Hikari rushed at him while firing her Phoenix Bullets at him. Christopher, Ruth and
Andrew were able to surround her from three sides. Christopher was able to get close to
her but Hikari forced him to back off a little when she fired her Phoenix Bullets. Andrew
and Ruth formed their Raiken weapons to combat Hikari. Christopher was unable to get
close to Hikari; he was dodging her projectiles and he sees her attack pattern. Then he
formed his Raizan to combat her. Andrew, Ruth and Christopher were able to knock
away her Phoenix Bullets. But before they could kill her, Hikari activates the Phoenix
Death Star - forcing them to back off from her. Andrew sensed that surge of power.
Christopher: What's wrong, Andrew?
Andrew: It's the Phoenix Death Star; we have to do something to get that out of her.
Christopher: How? It's in her now; we have to kill her.
Hikari: Why am I not amused? THIS PLACE WILL BE YOUR GRAVE!!!
Before Hikari could fire at them, Omar appears and used his ice magic to safeguard the
Masons.
Hikari: Why you - - - - damn you! DIE!!!
Omar: What are you three doing? Use your forbidden Raiken attack!!
Ruth: Ok.
Christopher Andrew and Ruth were gathering energy to unleash their forbidden Raiken
attack. Hikari was trying to breakthrough Omar's ice shield; it was slowly melting.

Hikari: DIE! DIE! DIE! DIE! DIE!!! YOU IDIOTS WILL DIE!!!
When she was able to break through Omar's ice magic, the Masons were able to active
their forbidden Raiken attack and vanquished Hikari. (Raiken Tri-Beam) Everyone in
Delaware University was able to see that Christopher and the others defeat Hikari and
her minor minions.
Student: Who the hell are these people? Since when did Christopher get that type of
power?
Student #2: Christopher?! That guy's a demon.
Christopher: I'm sorry for what happened to the history building; I should have never
betted on my own school. I'm sorry for all the things that I've done to put you athletes
under the death penalty. You can get mad at me if you want to; you have every right to
cast me aside.
Then, his Sociology teacher and the assistant to Mr. Mitchell came to him.
Sociology Teacher: We forgive you, Christopher.
Mr. Mitchell's Assistant: It's fine; what you did was very brave of you. Just make
atonement for what you did in the past.
Christopher: Is it even possible?
Mr. Mitchell's Assistant: It is; just go on ahead and make time for that.
Christopher: Thank you for everything. (cries.) Thank you!
The next day, Christopher and his crew returned to Providence with high spirits. For
once, Christopher was feeling proud that he came back to Delaware University as a
hero. He sees Lisa and Maxelle sleeping beside him. Then he heads to Alice's office to
see her.
Christopher: Hi, Ms. Smith. We were able to defeat Hikari at Newark.
Alice: Good work, Christopher.
Christopher: Where's the Phoenix Death Star?
Andrew: Leo has it and brought it back to its original place, in the Ryuku Islands.

Christopher: Really? Damn, I can't believe Mr. Mitchell traveled that far to get that.
Alice: Why are you so surprised? You are a Bachelor of History?
Christopher: Not really. I'm actually a Bachelor of Sociology; more like was. I wish I
could get that degree but I'm fine being a demon hunter.
Alice: I see. (looks at Andrew.) Would you mind giving me a massage?
Andrew: Really? Fine, Ms. Smith; you definitely deserve it.
Christopher: So am I off demon hunting?
Alice: Yes, take a month off. You definitely deserve that, as well.
Christopher: I will, Ms. Smith; thank you for everything.
Christopher leaves her office and sees that Maxelle was awake.
Christopher: Maxelle, you're awake.
Maxelle: I'm sorry for what happened to you back in Newark.
Christopher: It's fine. I wish I could redo the past, but it's fine.
Maxelle: Alright. But did you remember the woman from Providence who made the
game-winning shot against Delaware's women basketball team?
Christopher: Who was it?
Maxelle: It was me. (hands Christopher a thousand dollars.) Here's your late reward,
Christopher.
Christopher: Gee, thanks, Maxelle. I'm greatful that you beat Delaware; I'm sorry for
derailing your playoff chances that year.
Maxelle: It's fine; enjoy yourself, Christopher. You deserve it.
Christopher: (looks at Maxelle in a strange way as she left. thinking silently.) Yeah, I'm
glad that I'm off gambling for good this time. I think I should be thankful I'm a demon
hunter rather than a compulsive gambler. Who knows what would have happened if I

was with the Ross brothers; but still, I'm glad that I'm surrounded by her and these
members of the Council.
Then, Hanna appears.
Hanna: What were you doing, Chris?
Christopher: Just admiring how beautiful Maxelle is.
Hanna: Sure you were. Maxelle's is a goddess inside and outside the battlefield.
Christopher: You think so, Hanna? I'd say the same thing about your master. Who am I
kidding?
Hanna: Hmm. Well, with that out of the way, let's go to the beach and celebrate this
victory.
Christopher: I couldn't agree with you more, Hanna.
Meanwhile at Vermont, another demon was spotted and she defeated a bunch of male
demon hunters. Also with her were female demons. Her name is Umi, the Water Demon.
???: That should be all of them, my lord. I'm quite positive that there will be more demon
hunters trying to search for you.
Umi: Bring them on; I'll be happy to defeat every last one of them. (laughs.)
Meanwhile at the beach, Christopher and the others were there enjoying themselves.
The End of Season 1 of the "New England Grand Tour" saga.

